Quadratic milk pricing formulas based on total yield with concentration differentials for fat and protein can be linearized to price milk based on yields of carrier, fat, and protein. Selection responses for a quadratic milk revenue function and an equivalent linear milk revenue function were compared in each case using in the selection indices those waits in the corresponding milk revenue function. Using observed variance and covariance estimates, selection responses for linear milk revenue functions were an average of 11% greater than responses for corresponding q~adratic milk revenue functions. However, when variances and covariances for milk component yields were predicted from those observed for milk yield and component concentrations, differences in selection responses for linear versus quadratic milk revenue functions averaged only 2.7%. Therefore, it was concluded that inconsistencies among variance and covariance estimates for milk component yields and concentrations are sufficient to explain the observed disparities in selection responses for equivalent linear and quadratic milk revenue functions. Higher levels of interhal inconsistency among trait parameter estimates were found when using averages of available literature estimates than
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INTRODUCTION
Utilizing a fat differential to modify the price of a fixed volume of milk based on that milk's deviation in fat concentration from a standard level has a long history within the US (11) . Recently, certain markets have further incorporated a. protein differential to adjust milk value for deviations from a standard protein concenlration. Although deviations in fat or protein concentration affect the price of a fixed yield, it is a weighted sum of milk, fat, and protein yields that actually defines the total payment. This also has been emphasized by Powell (I0). When milk revenue is defined by a linear expression of component yields, optimal breeding indexes can be developed from the linear selection index theory of Hazel (7) . To develop optimal breeding indexes for a milk revenue function expressed in terms of milk yield and component concentrations requires the use of quadratic index theory (13) .
Gibson (5) has questioned whether a milk revenue index constructed from milk yield and component concentrations would lead to a different selection response than an index construtted from the yields of milk components. Because the statistical parameters of the traits, e.g., milk yield, fat, and protein concentrations, and fat and protein yields are interrelated, the two indexes should theoretically provide equal response to selection.
Hanna and Cunningham (6) compared selection response for quadratic milk revenue functions with those for equivalent linear milk revenue functions in each case using in selection indices those traits included in the milk revenue function. Selection responses for linear milk revenue functions were an average of 18% greater than selection responses for corresponding quadratic milk revenue functions. The authors used ordinary linear selection index procedures for the quadratic milk revenue function. Wilton et al. (13) have shown that selection response from a single cycle of selection using appropriate quadratic selection index methods is always greater than selection response with a linear approximation. The comparison of Hanna and Cunningham (6) could thus be improved upon. In closely related research, Dommerholt and Wilmink (3) found no response differences in net milk returns defined as a linear function of component yields when using as selection criteria in their linear selection indices either milk yield, fat percentage, and protein percentage or milk, fat, and protein yields.
The objective of this study is to determine whether observed differences in selection response from indexes of milk and component yields versus indexes of milk and component concentrations can be adequately explained by inconsistencies among estimated variances and covariances of milk component yields and component concentrations.
MATERIALS AND METHOD6
Milk pricing based on yield with differentials for component concentrations may be generally expressed as follows: [1] where: This formulation may be linearized as follows:
where: 
Other equivalent but more complex methods to derive a linear milk revenue function from a quadratic milk revenue function have recently been proposed by Bandstra et al. (1) . Optimal indexes based on linear or quadratic index theory were constructed for each milk revenue function, i.e., Equation [1] or [3] , by replacing the level of each phenotype with the respective estimated breeding value for that trait. The traits used as selection criteria are defined by the corresponding milk revenue function. Assuming equal selection intensities, the comparison of selection responses involves only the standard deviations of the respective indices. Selection responses for the two milk revenue functions were compared using two sets of observed parameter estimates (2, 6) and economic values given in Table 1 . It should be noted that no parameters for carrier were reported by Hanna and Cunningham (6) . To remain consistent with their methods, carrier yield was omitted from the linear yield index (9) . 3No parameters for carrier yield or concentration given (6).
when using their parameter estimates. The effect of this omission is discussed later. For each set of observed parameter estimates, selection responses for both milk revenue functions also were compared when all trait parameters used in the linear index were predicted from those utilized in the quadratic index. Variances and covariances for milk component yields were derived from parameter estimates for milk yield and component concentrations based on the expectations of products of normally distributed random variables (14) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the variance and covariance predictions for component yield traits are presented in Table 2 . In general, CV in the predicted parameter sets were smaller than the observed estimates. This was as expected given the tendency for the prediction method to underestimate variances slightly (14) . The delta approximation method of Kendall and Smart (8) as used by Eisen (4) and Simmet al. (12) also has this problem (14) . The exception to this was the CV for protein yield in the Hanna and Cunningham study (6) , which appears to have been substantially smaller than expected given the parameters for milk yield and protein percentage. The parameter estimates used by Hanna and Ctmningham were a synthesis of literature estimates available at that time. The predicted CV agreed more closely across data sources than did the observed estimates.
Heritabilities based on predicted phenotypic and genetic variances were essentially unchanged from the observed values in the de Jager and Kennedy study (2) . In contrast, observed heritabilities used by Hanna and Cunningham (6) for fat and protein yields were substantially larger than heritabilities based on predicted varianceS. These larger than expected observed heritabflities could explain the substantially greater selection response for yield found by these authors.
Predicted phenotypic correlations among component yields were larger than observed values for both data sources. No general trend with genetic correlations was found. In summary, results in Table 2 show that differences between observed and predicted values tended to be larger when based on estimates of Hanna and Cunningham (6) than when based on those of de Jager and Kennedy (2) . Averaging literature parameter estimates appears to have generated more internal inconsistencies among the values used by Hanna and Cunningham (6) than are found in the values estimated from a single large data set reported by de Jager and Kennedy (2) .
Selection responses for linear indexes expressed.relative to corresponding quadratic indexes are presented in Table 3 . Using the observed parameter estimates and economic values reported by Hanna and Cunningham (6), response for the linear milk revenue function was 18% greater than that for the quadratic milk revenue function. In contrast, using the observed parameter estimates of de Jager and Kennedy (2), response for the linear milk revenue function was only 4.2% greater than that for the quadratic milk revenue function. The result using Hanna and Cunningham's estimates agrees precisely with their results even though these authors used the linear approximation to the quadratic index. The expected difference between selection response using a linear approximation versus using a quadratic index is dependent upon the nonlinearity of the objective function (13) . Calculations showed that for both parameter and economic value sets used, selection response using a linear approximation was 99.6% as large as that using a qoadratic index. This suggests that the quadratic milk revenue function based on milk yield and component concentrations was nearly linear. The second line in Table 3 shows the relative selection responses when all variances and covariances used in the linear yield index are predicted from those used in the quadratic concentration index. With predicted yield variances and covariances from the estimates of de Jager and Kennedy (2), there is essentially no difference in selection response for the two altemafive milk revenue functions. The slightly smaller selection response for the linear milk revenue function may be attributable to the tendency for the prediction procedure to underestimate product trait variances slightly. The larger disparity in selection responses remaining using the Hanna and Cunningham parameter estimates can be attributed to not including cartier yield in the linear index. Although cartier was assigned zero economic value, it still adds information to the index and thus its inclusion would increase selection response. Carder yield was omitted in comparisons based on the Hanna and Cunningham estimates to maintain direct comparability with those authors' results.
CONCLUSIONS
The results indicate that inconsistencies among variance and covariance estimates for milk component yield and concentration traits SELECTION CRITERIA are sufficient to explain disparities in selection responses for linear and corresponding quadratic milk revenue functions. Results also indicate that averaging parameter estimates found in the literature can lead to significant internal inconsistency among estimates for interrelated traits.
We recommend the use of linear milk revenue functions for milk pricing. This formulation clarifies the transmission of market signals to breeding programs. It also allows the use of linear rather than quadratic index methods. The historical reliance on milk pricing with differentials for component concentrations can elevate the perceived economic importance of concentration traits. Overemphasis on component concentrations in breeding programs can be detrimental to genetic progress in milk revenue given the negative relationships between milk yield and component concentrations. Differential pricing systems probably originated because the valued product was seen as a package, i.e., fluid milk containing specific concentrations of components and not as an amalgamation of separable component yields. Progress in the use of milk separation and recombination technologies will increasingly clarify the independent market values of separable milk components.
